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Editorial
Neural network applications to reservoirs: Physics-based models and data models
Introduction
Neural computations such as artificial neural networks (ANN) have aroused considerable interest over
the last decades (e.g. Nikravesh et al., 2003; Graupe, 2007), and are being successfully applied across
a wide range of problem areas, to domains as diverse as medicine, finance, engineering, geology and
physics, to problems of complex dynamics and complex behaviour prediction, classification or
control. Several architectures, learning strategies and algorithms have been introduced into this highly
dynamic field (e.g. Nikravesh et al., 2003; Sandham and Leggett, 2003; Aminzadeh and de Groot,
2006 ; Adeniran et al., 2010). Such new tools for the investigation of reservoirs are evaluated and
tested during drilling processes and through logging analyses. This special volume is dedicated to the
use of artificial intelligence in reservoir investigations, where physics-based models and data models
are the core of the volume. Prediction of petrophysical parameters through various modern tools and
technologies based on computational and analytical procedures (theory and applications) are also
presented.
This project, which has been carried out along with a collection of twenty out of fifty research papers
selected for this special volume, aims to better define and configure various kinds of reservoirs, and to
predict their characteristics. Comparisons of reservoirs and methodologies for the checking of their
characteristics are very highly appreciated and considered by the petroleum industry, especially when
data on some petrophysical parameters were lacking to fix the physical models and track their
limitations. The challenge between data models and their relationship with physics-based models have
also been considered. Numerous research works among which some related books (e.g. Jerry Lucia,
2007; Ashton Acton, 2013; Shi, 2014) were published to show the importance of investigating
reservoirs to further optimize production. Different techniques to forecast parameters can be used but
every methodology has its own limitations, either in terms of accuracy or of time processing. We are
mainly dealing with non-linear inverse problems which can be rather complex. How can we control
the convergence and its speed? How can we avoid local minima? What is the best solution for a
specific reservoir ? Can we adapt some techniques to cases where petrophysical parameters can record
quick, sensitive variations ? How can we manage to meet this challenge, the choice of techniques in
the case of a specific reservoir, so as to maximize hydrocarbon recovery, while minimizing the
expenditure of time and money? It is sometimes a dilemma to choose a technique which itself has
limiting areas of expertise or output characteristics sometimes not fully adapted to the studied case,
especially when dealing with heterogeneous complex systems.
Most of the topics summarized below were discussed within this volume through the suggested
selected papers:
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Analysis of synthetic and real petrophysical data of reservoirs: data models vs. physical
models
Genetic algorithms combined to ANN applied to reservoir simulation and recognition
Neural network, algorithms, softwares and their applications to reservoirs
Inversion techniques in reservoir complex systems compared to ANN and their limitations
Prediction of petrophysical parameters in reservoirs
ANN to simulate reservoirs for EOR prediction
Tight gas reservoir development using ANN
Prediction of natural and induced fracturation at various scales: theory and applications
Fluids vs. mineralizations and fracture zones and their impacts on modelling
ANN and 3D modelling of heterogeneous reservoirs including unconventional reservoirs

This volume includes suitable papers for scientists, engineers and practitioners interested in the study,
analysis, modelling and implementation of neural computing systems, both theoretically and in a
broad range of applications to oil and gas conventional or unconventional reservoirs. The papers we
present highlight the main ideas to better investigate reservoirs and their characteristics for further
applications (fracturation, simulation, EOR, etc.). The various contributions we have compiled
collectively provide an integrated and useful perspective for those who are involved in petroleum
exploration research or are looking for new tools of investigation to characterize reservoirs and/or to
develop new research themes or tools of prediction of related parameters based on artificial
intelligence.

Novelties in ANN reservoir predictions: case studies
(i) A new way of investigation of gas condensate reservoirs
Ahmadi et al. (2014a) developed a robust, ingenious tool to estimate and monitor the dew point
pressure (Pd) of gas condensate reservoirs. They show that the hybrid method they presented, i.e.
Particule Swarm Optimisation - Artificial Neural Network (PSO-ANN), composed of swarm
intelligence and ANN can record and help to understand reservoir fluid behaviour within different
simulation cases. They based their research on the use of accurate, experimental Pd data reported in
previous surveys, introduced into the proposed model to tune and validated the suggested approach
through retrograded gas condensate reservoirs. The results show that (i) an acceptable similarity
between Pd obtained from the PSO-ANN model compared with the relevant actual Pd values, (ii) this
smart, cheap and user-friendly model, can become a substitute when essential Pd data are unavailable.
An ANN method based on well test data to identify gas condensate reservoirs has been used by
Ghaffarian et al. (2014). As we may know, gas condensate reservoirs are more complex than oil and
dry gas reservoirs. The methodology they presented enabled the detection of a reservoir model and its
boundaries performed through trial-and-error procedures. As the governing partial derivative equation
related to gas condensate well testing operation is non-linear, it has been converted to pseudo-pressure
for its linearization. Various models of gas condensate reservoirs have been identified through
applying the ANN approach on the pseudo-pressure derivative plots. A single multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) neural network has been used to recognize twelve different reservoir-boundary models. Then
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by clustering the reservoir models into three clusters based on the similarities of their pattern, three
different MLP networks have been designed to improve the capability of single MLP for gas
condensate model identification. The data points of pseudo-pressure derivative plots are introduced to
the network as an input pattern. The required training, testing and validating datasets are generated
using professional well test software (PANSYS) and show that 3-MLP clustering model is better than
a single one.

(ii) History matching
Many applications in uncertainty analyses can be reached through ANN, but only a few of them are
addressed in history matching processes for reservoir characterization. History matching processes
were used by Costa et al. (2014) through an application of ANN to simulate production strategies and
to perform forecasts. They were able (i) to evaluate the application of proxy models generated through
ANN tools, and (ii) to analyze the influence of a training dataset in the ANN performance. They also
show that sampling technique is important to the process to be trained by feed forward network. To
optimize the process, other techniques can also be tested, for instance a genetic algorithm (GA) or
particule swarm optimisation (PSO) to find the global minimum and thus a suitable configuration for
the studied case.
Foroud et al. (2014) used ANN to assist history matching based on geomodelling of Brugge field and a
fractured Iranian reservoir. The quantification of sub-surface uncertainties at the origin of reservoir
simulation is a crucial problem, especially when dealing with a field under investigation or
development. In this case, history matching may minimize the difference between simulation results
and observed field data, but the solution is not unique and can be a challenge for optimization. ANN
may help to bring a possible option to improve the quality of the studied field. This has been
demonstrated through this paper where the time-consuming uncertainties are drastically reduced.
In this section, we may also notice that Maschio and Schiozer (2014) introduced a Bayesian history
matching using ANN and Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to solve some inverse problems by
sampling techniques, i.e. the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm which was suitable to sample the
posterior distribution but with some computational cost to converge. Both the combination of MCMC
and an adequately trained ANN helped to solve the realistic 16 uncertain attributes for the suggested
reservoir model with uncertainty reduction. The iteration procedure developed here induced a
significant reduction of the computational time.

(iii) Net pay determination - oil or gas recovery
In the same manner, Masoudi et al. (2014a) used ANN to determine net pay zones within two Iranian
offshore oil fields: a carbonate reservoir (Mishrif), and a sandy or clastic one (Burgan). It plainly
appears in both geological environments that the application of ANN technique showed results nearly
similar to well test results. It could be trained by raw well-logs, independently from laboratory reports
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of porosity, permeability and shale content; but could also provide fuzzified output compatible with
heterogeneous reservoirs such as carbonates.
In the second case, Masoudi et al. (2014b) applied the Dempster-Shafer rule of combination to net pay
detection to better estimate, model, simulate and plan production reservoirs. The Dempster-Shafer
theory (DST), which is a generalization of the Bayesian theory (conditional probabilities), has been
carefully applied to previous reservoirs using porosity, shale volume and water saturation. The results
are compared to well tests and to the output of the conventional cut-off based method. The
conventional cut-off based method, using petrophysical cut-offs on well-logs often used in sandy
reservoirs, works nicely but hardly or rarely provides suitable results in carbonated reservoirs. They
show that DST, which does not need to be trained, provides a continuous fuzzy output, compatible
with geological features and well-test data.
The increase of gas production worldwide is induced by the demand for natural gas, so multi-lateral
well techniques were developed to improve the production techniques. Supervised training algorithms
are often used in the oil and gas industry because of their accuracy in solving many challenging and
complex problems. The paper of Enab and Ertekin (2014) presents an ANN tool able to evaluate the
dual horizontal well in a tight gas reservoir. The predicted data include flow rate and gas recovery
profiles, dual horizontal well configuration and pattern size. For that purpose, networks, forward and
inverse, were developed. Monte Carlo simulation was implemented in the resulting tool to guide the
user while specifying the reservoir ultimate goal. The ANNs were trained, validated and tested using
the training data generated by a commercial simulator. The developed forward and inverse tools were
tested and gave a mean square error of 7.5% and 9.8%, respectively. They are capable of comparing
thousands of different input combinations much more rapidly than a commercial simulator. A total of
1250 random combinations of the reservoir properties and dual horizontal well configuration
parameters, within the selected limits, have been generated to predict the gas recovery profiles using a
commercial reservoir simulator. The forward ANN was developed to predict the flow rate and gas
recovery profiles for chosen dual horizontal well configuration and pattern size over a specified
production period (50 years). The inverse ANN was developed to predict the dual horizontal well
configuration and pattern size that can be used to fulfil the desired gas recovery over the same
production period. Finally, the utilization of the multi-lateral well techniques helped to optimize the
cumulative fluid recovery, and to minimize the environmental impacts, and the drilling and
completion costs.
The work presented by Mosobalaje et al. (2014) requires two techniques for estimating permeability
and well drainage radius, for solution-gas driven reservoirs. However, data requirement has placed a
limitation on the application of the techniques. Applying such techniques requires readily-available
production data cumulative production and production rate vs. time. In addition, it also requires the
scarcely-measured average reservoir pressure ( P ), and average oil saturation ( S 0 ) vs. time. This work
presents a practical method for deriving the scarcely-measured data from the readily-available data.
4

This method, based on a new solution methodology to the material balance equation (MBE) for
solution-gas driven reservoirs, is presented as a subroutine, added to the procedures of the property
estimation techniques. It is analytically based on the equality of the fluid withdrawal terms (left hand
side, LHS) and fluid expansion terms (right hand side, RHS) of the conventional MBE, and the
pressure value that upholds the equality. This means that the difference between LHS and RHS terms
must be approximately zero.
The authors applied this subroutine to two reservoir models yielding excellent estimates of
data and exhibiting good agreement with
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(iv) Fracturation - Impact on parameters and production optimization
Sheremetov et al. (2014) discussed the results of modelling naturally fractured reservoirs based on the
application of the non-linear autoregressive neural network with exogenous inputs (NARX). The
NARX architecture, based on time-series (TS) forecasting, was used in 42 wells of the JujoTecominoacán oilfield (Gulf of Mexico) with a highly heterogeneous system. This technique can be
applied properly to multivariate multi-step ahead prediction of reservoir dynamics using the Hurst
exponent. Real data for forecasting parameters through 31 input variables related to (a) oil, gas and
water productions, (b) flowing bottom-pressure, (c) choke sizes, (d) completion interval depth, and (e)
cleaning and stimulation treatments were used in the experiments. Beside oil production, modelling
the behaviour of 3 dynamic variables such as gas, water and bottom-hole pressure (BHP) are settled as
output variables. In this paper ANNs were addressed to TS analysis and to the prediction of reservoir
parameters (PVT, viscosity, permeability, porosity, etc.). The NARX model depends on several
parameters (embedded memory of input and output, number of neurons in the input and hidden layers,
activation function, etc.). An attempt to predict dynamic fractures was elaborated through several
solutions in this paper.
Aïfa et al. (2014a) used a new tool to investigate fracture zones within reservoirs. It is based on
magnetic susceptibility (Ms) measurements along the cores of 6 wells. This time-saving, nondestructive technique has been applied to the Hamra quartzites reservoir (Hassi Messaoud oilfield),
composed mainly of quartz and is poorly mineralized, except in some fractured areas. But it could be
applied successfully to carbonate reservoirs as well, since the contrasts in Ms coincide with high
fracture density and high shale content (increase of gamma ray in this interval). The application of
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the entire reservoir shows low linear correlation between Ms
and the main petrophysical parameters (gamma ray, neutron porosity, density, and oil saturation).
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Meanwhile, the application of fuzzy ranking and ANN evidenced non-linear relations between these
parameters. It is justified by the prediction of the Ms from the petrophysical parameters with an
acceptable degree of accuracy. The results obtained using an ANN structure of 25 neurons in a hidden
layer show the performance in the test stage with low mean square error (MSE) and mean relative
error (MRE), and high correlation coefficient (R). The knowledge of such Ms behaviour within the
reservoir can be a reliable complementary indicator to locate fracture density for further hydraulic
fracturing to produce oil in tight sand reservoirs. The complexity of fracturing phenomena needs to be
mastered by several magnetic factors such as Ms, magnetic intensity and direction of the natural
remanent magnetization (NRM), possibly combined with CBIL and UBI tools to orientate the
fractures. The prediction of Ms from petrophysical parameters using ANN indicated a good
performance in the training and generalization phase, confirming a non-linear relation between
parameters.
To select well refracture candidates Yanfang and Salehi (2014) used a hybrid simulation by merging
mathematical data analysis with feed forward BP-ANN on post-fracturing data. A model preference,
based on the correlation coefficients of several selected independent variables against production
performance, was chosen. The solution to this expense is a tool able to identify restimulation
candidates quickly and economically. For this reason, they applied two mathematical analysis
techniques to filter several independent yet influential parameters as inputs, supposed to be primary
factors with a high impact on potential production improvement. Then they train and predict postfracture production with these well data. The errors of the best samples should decrease consistently
along with the training samples. A minimal error of the training sets is not necessary because overfitting of the network could be memorizing rather than generalizing. The testing results show that there
is higher than 80% prediction accuracy, which is good enough for decision making. This methodology
was applied in Zhongyuan oilfield (central China) which belongs to a low permeability reservoir with
very complicated petrophysical properties and gave credible prediction results.

(v) Sand production - Porosity/Permeability forecasting
Porosity is one of the most important parameters of the hydrocarbon reservoirs, the accurate
knowledge of which allows petroleum engineers to have adequate tools to evaluate and minimize the
risk and uncertainty in the exploration and production of oil and gas reservoirs. Different direct and
indirect methods are used to measure this parameter, most of which (e.g. core analysis) are time and
cost-consuming. Hence, applying an efficient method that can model porosity is important. We may
show that the capability (i.e. classification, pattern matching, optimization and data mining) of an
ANN is suitable for inherent uncertainties and imperfections found in petroleum engineering problems
considering its successful application. Moreover, other restrictions, especially when cores are not
available or are lacking in certain intervals, lead to the application of other methods to predict
porosity. Furthermore, most of the available log tools cannot directly measure the porosity and one has
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to interpret them. Thus, to find a relationship between the widely available parameters in reservoir and
porosity (e.g. sonic transit time and density logs) to obtain the porosity indirectly sometimes becomes
a crucial problem. Conversion formulas usually contain terms and factors that respectively depend on
the individual location and lithology (e.g. clay content, pore fluid type, grain density and grain transit
time for the conversion from sonic transit time and density logs). These equations, however, are often
unreliable.
Another problem with water flow into hydrocarbon bearing may occur and cause changes in relative
permeability or weakening of the overall strength of the rock. Chemical interactions may also occur
between water and rock cementation and affect the sand production.
To this aim, using a method that enables predicting the porosity and/or permeability in different
heterogeneity conditions of reservoir becomes necessary.
Khamehchi et al. (2014) applied a novel approach to sand production using ANN. Critical total
drawdown (CTD) as an index of sand production onset in oil and gas wells was aimed to be estimated
through 4 proposed methods: (i) multiple linear regression (MLR), (ii) MLR in which coefficients are
optimized using a genetic algorithm (GA-MLR), (iii) a back propagation neural network (BP-ANN),
and (iv) a particle swarm optimisation neural network (PSO-ANN). They used 23 field datasets
collected from problematic wells of the North Adriatic Sea to develop and predict these models. They
show that the performance of PSO-ANN is better than BP-ANN in the training, testing and all phases.
Results from the simple regression analysis showed that there are statistically meaningful relationships
between CTD with total vertical depth, effective over-burden vertical stress, transit time and cohesive
strength. MLR and GA evolved MLR models have been presented to correlate the CTD to the four
statistically important parameters. The results show that GA can just slightly improve the accuracy of
the MLR model. Two neural network models with the algorithms of BP-ANN and PSO-ANN have
been constructed to detect the complex relationships between the CTD and all affecting parameters
extracted from the literature. Both networks with one hidden layer showed the best performance
among different structures. Such results illustrate that the predictive performance of both BP-ANN and
PSO-ANN models are much better than the traditional MLR and GA evolved MLR. However, PSO
showed to be more effective to optimize the weights of the neural network.
The paper of Chaki et al. (2014) proposes a modular ANN (MANN) concept to predict sand fraction
from seismic attributes (seismic impedance, instantaneous amplitude, and instantaneous frequency). It
is in fact based on pre-processing, modelling, and post-processing stages to carry out well top guided
prediction. In the process of mapping sand fraction from seismic attributes, the authors extracted the
first seismic attributes from a 3D seismic cube at eight well locations of a western onshore
hydrocarbon field, India. Then, integration of seismic and borehole data are carried out using timedepth relationship information at the available well locations. The pre-processed master dataset is then
divided into three zones based on the two well tops such as the first available patterns to top 1, top 1 to
top 2, and top 2 to the last available data pattern. In the model building and validation stage, three
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networks have been designed for three different zones separately. Sand fraction and three seismic
attributes corresponding to seven wells were used for training and testing, and the patterns
corresponding to the remaining well were used for blind prediction. The satisfactory performance in
blind testing encourages to carry out volumetric prediction of sand fraction using the three trained
models. The results evaluated by three different networks (zone-wise) are merged to form a volumetric
cube containing the estimated sand fraction values across the study area along the entire depth range.
The application of multiple simpler networks instead of a single one improves the prediction accuracy
in terms of performance evaluators-correlation coefficient, root mean square error, absolute mean error
and program execution time. Then, a model building and validation, based on volumetric prediction of
reservoir properties, is carried out using calibrated network parameters. This stage is followed by postprocessing to improve visualization. Thus, a complete framework, which includes pre-processing,
model building and validation, volumetric prediction, and post-processing, is designed for successful
mapping between seismic attributes and a reservoir characteristic. The proposed framework
outperformed a single ANN in terms of reduced prediction error, program execution time and
improved correlation coefficient as a result of application of the MANN concept.
Rabbani et al. (2014) developed a new method for extraction of pore network from 3-D realistic
micro-tomography images. They used these 3-D scanned data to analyze and extract pore network,
assuming pores as spheres and throats as cylinders, through the watershed segmentation algorithm
(WSA). In this paper, a new simple method is developed to detect pores and throats for analyzing the
connectivity and permeability of the network. This automated method uses some of the common and
well-known image processing functions which are widely accessible by researchers and this has led to
an easy algorithm implementation. In this method, after polishing and quality control of images, using
city-block distance function and WSA, pores and throats are detected and 3-D network is produced.
This method can also be applied on 2-D images of sedimentary rocks such as thin sections of rock and
other porous media to extract some characteristics of the porous media for instance pore and throat
size distribution. The results of network extraction were verified by comparing the distribution of the
coordination number with a prevalent method: the maximal ball.
In their paper, Shokooh Saljooghi and Hezarkhani (2014) introduced an alternative method of porosity
prediction, based on integration between wavelet theory and ANN called wavelet neural network
(WNN) or wavenet. It can be used for function approximation to static and dynamic non-linear inputoutput modelling of processes. The wavenets use wavelet functions as hidden neuron activation
functions which can be applied to predict porosity from well log data. The efficiency of this type of
network in function learning and estimation is compared to that of ANNs. The simulation results
indicate decrease in estimation error values that depicts its ability to enhance the function
approximation capability, and consequently exhibit excellent learning ability compared to the
conventional ANN with sigmoid or other activation functions. The wavenet improves the performance
of the trained network for fast convergence, resistance to noise interference, and high complex ability
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to learn and track unknown/undefined complex systems. In practice, different wavelets (Mexican hat,
Morlet, Shannon, etc.) were applied to real well log data to predict porosity. The results show that the
WNN, with 94% correlation coefficient for porosity prediction, would be an appropriate substitute for
ANN with 89% correlation coefficient. The wavenet provides a pragmatic solution to the problem of
converting well logs to reservoir properties. Numerical results indicate that substituting different
wavelet functions as feed forward neural network transfer functions can enhance the network
performance and efficiency.
Ahmadi and Ebadi (2014) applied a new approach based on ANN concept to monitor permeability and
porosity of petroleum reservoirs by means of petrophysical logs in various conditions. To tackle
referred issue, they carried out different artificial intelligence techniques including fuzzy logic (FL)
optimized by GA and least square support vector machine (LSSVM). The intelligent approaches
developed are examined by implementing extensive real field data from northern Persian Gulf oil
fields. The results obtained from the intelligent approaches developed are compared with the
corresponding real petrophysical data and gained outcomes of the other conventional models. The
correlation coefficient between the model estimations and the relevant actual data is found to be
greater than 0.96 for GA-FL approach and 0.97 for GA-LSSVM. The results indicate that implication
of GA-LSSVM and GA-FL in prediction can lead to more reliable porosity/permeability predictions,
thus designing more efficient reservoir simulation schemes. They also observed that the MSE was set
as the fitness function in the first run but in the next run, R2 played this role of the fitness function. A
simple statistical comparison between both groups of responses clarified the superiority of choosing R2
as the fitness function which had resulted in producing outputs closer to real ones than setting the
MSE. Running the GA optimization reduces the percentages of the relative error groups with high
rates. The LSSVM approach has the potential of preventing being trapped in local optimal for
estimation of permeability/porosity, since this new model has both local and global search engines.
This approach for estimation of permeability/porosity of the reservoir, determination of the optimal
value of the two main parameters such as regularization γ and RBF kernel σ2 present a big challenge
which requires further research work.

Genetic algorithms : What for?
The genetic algorithms are a usual paradigm for the optimization of system analysis. In the case of the
training, analytical solutions such as the gradient descents are often preferred (as in retropropagation
or with support vector machines), but for applications as the control, in which input/output couples
cannot be easily provided, these approaches fail and the genetic algorithms (as well as simulated
annealing, which can be seen as a typical case) seem to be a natural solution.
Local optimizations can be made on the elements of a given generation, e.g. for a network of neurons,
when one adapts the weights by retropropagation, and that one transmits these weights to the
descendants. Such approaches make it possible in particular to use controllers’ symbolic systems,
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called evolutionary programming, or neuronal controllers. The genetic algorithms can be used to
optimize the weights but also architecture, by using genetic codes for architectures.
Simulated annealing is the case where one has only one element per generation; one adds noise to the
fitness function (less and less vs. time) so as to have sometimes occasionally falls of fitness (in order
to avoid local minima) to produce better elements than those of the former generations.
New papers are here introduced to improve our knowledge in terms of genetic algorithms applied to
reservoirs.
Kaydani et al. (2014) introduced a multi-gene genetic programming (MGGP) algorithm to estimate
permeability in heterogeneous oil reservoirs. The advantage of MGGP approaches is their ability to
generate prediction equations without a prior for any relationship. Hence an equation for permeability
prediction using MGGP was generated, based on well log and core experimental data from one Iranian
oil reservoir. Comparison of the results shows that the MGGP is able to predict permeability
effectively, with a good estimation despite high non-linearity relationship between petrophysical
parameters. The MGGP model was then compared statistically to ANN, adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference system (ANFIS) and genetic programming (GP) models. ANN and ANFIS suffer from
structure dependency, which affects their output results. They may sometimes be trapped in the local
minimum during their training phase. MGGP model is formed of a number of relatively simple, fixed
depth sub-models, less complex than the GP model. Hence, MGGP is able to generate compact models
with close to experimental well log data and best results with low computational time compared to the
other methods.
Modelling simulation of hydrocarbon reservoirs, operation and design of surface facilities,
determination of inflow performance, estimation of oil and gas in place, and analysis of well testing
and material balance data greatly depend on the fluid PVT properties like density and bubble point
pressure (BPP). They are useful to make a proper plan for reservoir development. An effective and
quick correlation was used by Ahmadi et al. (2014b) to accurately calculate the BPP of crude oil
samples as a function of temperature, oil composition, molecular weight of C7+, and specific gravity of
C7+. In fact, adequate knowledge of reservoir fluid characteristics (e.g. BPP) plays a crucial role while
conducting modelling/simulation of production processes in petroleum reservoirs. To obtain proper
correlations for prediction of BPP of reservoir fluids, they applied, through an extensive statistical
method, a novel ANN technique in the form of gene expression programming (GEP). The appropriate
correlation has been obtained through the experimental/real data used for training and testing phases.
The conventional predictive methods to estimate BPP as a function of independent parameters with the
same datasets were also addressed. Comparing both the outputs obtained from the previous models
with the BPP values predicted by the GEP technique, show that GEP approach exhibits much higher
accuracy and lower uncertainty on the basis of statistical analysis in terms of coefficient determination
(R2) and MSE.
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Finally, in their documented paper, Aïfa et al. (2014b) introduced a hybrid neuro fuzzy (NF) model
based on the use of petrophysical data from well logs to predict porosity and permeability at depth.
This petrophysical-based method has been applied to four wells in a shaly sand reservoir of Triassic
Formation in Hassi R’Mel gas condensate field, Algeria. The well logs are analyzed for each well,
then the results are correlated with core data information to produce reliable estimates between
parameters. Fuzzy logic (FL) improves the generalization ability of a neural network (NN) dealing
with implicit knowledge, the neural system by providing a more reliable output when extrapolation is
needed beyond the limits of training data. In hybrid systems (NF), the combination of both can show
the advantages of fuzzy systems, where information is treated explicitly with that of neural
networks.This modelling approach, using first order Sugeno model, requires no previous hypothesis
based on the complexity of the physical or experimental reservoirs or the building of a reasonable
model from a specific set of measured data. The authors noticed that the use of NN and NF with FL,
for prediction of porosity and permeability in a sandstone reservoir show low RMSE values of 0.1575
and 0.4556 and high correlation coefficients values of 0.9879 and 0.9689 for porosity and permeability,
respectively, indicating that the NF method is the best tool for prediction compared to neural network.

Conclusion
We may notice that some of the problems regarding the applicability of ANN to reservoirs are related
to their regularization, which seems to be a key point to obtain a “good” ANN. As it is difficult to get
the right number of hidden layers, two solutions can be explored for a better generalization and
regularization of ANN: (a) arrest in the training of the system before convergence, (b) moderating the
weights. Such regularization can fit answer surfaces and has a good capacity for generalization. But in
practice, several techniques of regularization are combined: (i) a “reasonable” number of hidden
neurons according to the complexity of the answer surface and the number of examples available,
reduced weight number, fast calculations, (ii) a base of formed validation by independent examples to
ensure a good statistical representativeness of the network, but if data are lacking, cross validation is
needed, (iii) a moderation of the weights to limit the effects of the exceeding parameters such as the
parameter of weighting of the weights chosen according to accurate criteria expected from the network,
for example target repeatability of output measurements. Different artificial intelligence techniques
were applied and sometimes efficiently adapted to specific cases in the aforementioned papers. Yet,
much work remains to be done, since complex heterogeneous reservoirs are being explored and the
challenge is always to find numerical and simple low-cost practical solutions that are less timeconsuming.
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